UCSC Curriculum Updates as of Fall 09—From Barbara Love—2-25-2010 e-mail:

The **Art** major: no longer accepting Junior Transfers for the winter quarter. All junior transfer students must come in the fall quarter and pass the April portfolio review to be classified as Art students. If accepted to UCSC, it is imperative that students realize they must pursue another major. Students will be notified of the results of the review before they need to submit their Statement of Intent to Register for UCSC. In addition, since studio space is impacted, we will no longer be allowing students who are accepted to UCSC but DO NOT pass our review to take art classes once they are here.

The **Bioengineering** major requires a new course, CMPS 9: Introduction to Statics, Dynamics and Biomechanics. It can be taken after transfer.

The **Computer Science: Computer Game Design** major now requires that transfer students complete CMPS 20: Game Design Experience. It will no longer be waived but can be taken after transfer.

The **PHYS 7 series** has been eliminated. This affects the following six majors: **Biology, B.A.; Ecology and Evolution, B.S.; Environmental Studies/Biology Combined, B.A.; Marine Biology, B.S.; Neuroscience and Behavior, B.A.; and Plant Sciences, B.S.** These majors will now require PHYS 6A/L and 6B/M. Courses articulated to PHYS 7A/L, 7B/M will still be accepted provided that the sequence is completed prior to transfer.

**Electrical Engineering:** EE 70/L: Introduction to Electronic Circuits is now EE 101/101L and must be taken at UCSC. CMPS 12A is no longer required for the major.

The **Environmental Studies** major will accept courses articulated to BIOE 20C in lieu of ENVS 24 to satisfy the ecology requirement. AMS 7/L, a course in biostatistics, is required for all majors. AMS 5 is no longer an acceptable substitution as of fall 2009. Students are encouraged to take this course in UCSC’s summer session. Otherwise, it must be taken in fall concurrently with ENVS 100.

The **Environmental Studies/Biology Combined** major will no longer accept two computer science courses in lieu of physics effective fall 2010.

The **Information Systems Management** major now requires AMS 20 or MATH 24.

The **Literature** major now requires one year of language other than English. The lower division required electives has been reduced to 1 course in addition to LIT 1.

**All Physics** majors (Applied Physics; Physics, Astrophysics; Physics; Physics Education) now require a GPA of 2.7 in the Physics 5 series for admission to the major.

The **Politics** major: one of the two required lower division courses must be taken at UCSC after transfer.

UCSC has the following **new majors**:
- Biology, Bioeducation Concentration, B.A.
- Economics/Mathematics Combined, B.A.
- Physics Education, B.S.

New minor that will appear in ASSIST: (Note: only selected minors appear in ASSIST)
- Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education minor